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Abstract. Data in High Energy Physics (HEP) usually consist of complext
complex data structures stored in relational databases and files with internal
schema. Such architecture exhibits many shortcomings, which could be fixed
by migrating into Graph Database storage.
The paper describes basic principles of the Graph Database together with an
overview of existing standards and implementations. The usefulness and usability are demonstrated using the concrete example of the Event Index of the
ATLAS experiment at LHC in two approaches - as the full storage (all data are
in the Graph Database) and meta-storage (a layer of schema-less graph-like data
implemented on top of more traditional storage). The usability, the interfaces
with the surrounding framework and the performance of those solutions are discussed. The possible more general usefulness for generic experiments’ storage
is also discussed.

1 HEP Storage
Traditionally, several data structures are used in High Energy Physics (HEP): tuples (tables), hierarchical structures like trees, relational (SQL-like) databases or their combinations
(nested tuple, trees of tuples). They can be based on a schema or without a defined schema.
Many HEP data sets are graph-like without general schema. They consists of entities with
relations. Such structures are not well handled by standard tree-ntuple storage and relations
need to be added and interpreted outside of that storage, in the application program. Such
data are also not well covered by relational (SQL) databases because users should be able
to add new relations, not covered by existing schema. We don’t only need the possibility of
adding new data with the existing defined relations, we also need to add new relations. It has
been also proven difficult to manage HEP data by Object Oriented (OO) databases or serialization due to serious problems in distinguishing essential relations from volatile ones. The
Object Oriented databases have been abandoned by most major particle physics experiment.
[1]

2 Graph Databases
Graph Databases have existed for a long time, but they have matured only recently thanks to
Big Data and Artificial Intelligence (Graph Neural Networks). [2],[3] Implementations and
de-facto standards are available and evolving rapidly.
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By using Graph Databases, we are moving essential structure from code to data, together
with a migration from an imperative to a declarative coding semantics. The new paradigm
of Graph databases can be shortly described as Things don’t happen, they exist. Structured
data with relations then facilitates declarative analyses. The data elements appear in a context, which simplifies their understanding, analyses and processing. The difference between
Relational and Graph Database is similar to the difference between Fortran and C++ or Java.
On one side, we have a rigid system, which can be very optimized. On the other side, there is
a flexible dynamical system, which allows expressing of complex structures. Graph Database
can be considered a synthesis of the OO world and Relational databases. It supports the expression of the web of objects without fragility of the OO world by capturing only essential
relations and not an object dump.
Graph Database stores graphs in a database store. Those graphs (G) are generally described as sets of vertices (V) and edges (E) with properties: G = (V, E).
2.1 Graph Database Languages

There are, in general, three methods which can be used to access a Graph Database.
• Direct manipulation of vertices and edges is always available from all languages, but this
doesn’t use full graph expression power of more specialized approaches.
• Cypher [5] (and GQL [6]) is a pure declarative language, inspired by SQL and OQL, but
applied to schema-less databases. It comes from Neo4J [7] and has been accepted as an
ISO/IEC standard. It is available to all languages via a JDBC-like API [8]. Its problematic
feature is that it introduces a semantic mismatch as instructions are passed as a string and
not as code understandable to the enveloping environment. There is a wall between code
and database, with a thin tunnel which only strings can pass. The overall framework cannot
easily understand and handle the logic of the database code as it is writtent in a different
language and is using a different paradigm.
The following Cypher code searches for names of all datasets with certain run number.
MATCH (a:run)-[:has]->(b:dataset)
WHERE a.rnumber = 98765
RETURN b.name
• Gremlin [9] is a functional language extension motivated by Groovy [11] syntax, but available to all languages supporting functional programming. Gremlin is well integrated in the
framework language.
Gremlin can execute the same search as the Cypher example above with this code:
g.V().has(’run’, ’rnumber’, 98765)
.out(’has’)
.values(’name’)

3 ATLAS Event Index
The Event Index service [13] of the ATLAS [14] experiment at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) keeps references to all real and simulated ATLAS events. Hadoop [15] Map files and
HBase [16] tables are used to store the Event Index data, a subset of data is also stored in an
Oracle database. The system contains information about events, datasets, streams, runs and
their relations. Several user interfaces are currently used to access and search the data, from
the simple command line interface, through a programmable API, to sophisticated graphical
web services.
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3.1 ATLAS Event Index History

The original Event Index stored all data in Oracle. It was too rigid, it was difficult to add
columns or relations and the whole system also suffered from performance problems.
In 2013 it was decided to migrated to a Hadoop [15] ecosystem, while keeping a subset
of data also in Oracle. All data were now stored in a tree of HDFS Map files. Such system
was flexible and fast for mass processing, but too slow for search requests. Another problem
was the lack of types of the Map files (they store only strings or bytes); the type system has
been created in the application layer.
To solve the search performance problem, the data were partially migrated to HBase [16].
Those HBase tables contain ad-hoc relations (references to other entries). Those relations
form a poor-man graph database on top of HBase.
Several prototypes have been then developed to study the next generation Event Index,
which will be fully deployed for ATLAS Run 3 at the end of 2020. Those prototypes use
Graph Database more directly in different ways:
• Prototype 1 stores all data directly in a JanusGraph [17] database over HBase storage.
• Prototype 2 stores data in a HBase table with a Phoenix [18] SQL interface, graph structure
is added via another auxiliary HBase table.
3.2 Prototype 1 - JanusGraph

A subset of data has been fully imported into a JanusGraph [17] database storing data in
an HBase table. Part of existing functionality has been implemented. A large part of code
(handling relations and properties) has been migrated from the code to the structure of the
graph. Most of the graphical interface has been implemented by a standalone JavaScript
implementation.
Prototype 1 uses the de-facto standard language for Graph Database access - Gremlin [9].
Gremlin is a functional, data-flow language for traversing a property graph. Every Gremlin
traversal is composed of a sequence of (potentially nested) steps. A step performs an atomic
operation on the data stream. Every step is either a map-step (transforming the objects in
the stream), a filter-step (removing objects from the stream), or a side-effect-step (computing statistics about the stream). Gremlin supports transactional and non-transactional processing in a declarative or imperative manner. Gremlin can be expressed in all languages
supporting function composition and nesting. Among supported languages are Java, Groovy,
Scala, Python, Ruby and Go. Gremlin is generally used within the TinkerPop[10] framework and currently the leading implementation is JanusGraph. It supports several storage
backends: Cassandra, HBase, Google Cloud and Oracle BerkeleyDB, several graph data analytics: Spark, Giraph and Hadoop and several search tools: Elasticsearch, Solr and Lucene.
Gremlin, an API originated from Groovy language, uses functional syntax (with streams
and Lambda calculus) and functional and navigational semantics. It is very intuitive, uses no
special syntax and is easily integrated into existing frameworks. Database data are simply
accessed as objects with structure, relations and nested collections with links.
Following examples show some capabilities of the Gremlin code:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

# add a v e r t e x ’ e x p e r i m e n t ’ w i t h t h e name ’ ATLAS ’
g . addV ( ’ e x p e r i m e n t ’ ) . p r o p e r t y ( ’ ename ’ , ’ATLAS ’ )
# add e d g e s ’ owns ’ fr o m a l l v e r t i c e s ’ p r o j e c t ’ t o v e r t e x ’ e x p e r i m e n t ’ ’ ATLAS ’
g .V ( ) . hasLabel ( ’ p r o j e c t ’ )
. addE ( ’ owns ’ )
. from ( g . V ( )
. hasLabel ( ’ experiment ’ )
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. h a s ( ’ ename ’ , ’ATLAS ’ ) )
# show d a t a s e t s w i t h more e v e n t s o r number o f e v e n t s i n an i n t e r v a l
g . V ( ) . h a s ( ’ r u n ’ , ’ number ’ , 3 5 8 0 3 1 )
. out ( )
. has ( ’ n ev en ts ’ , gt (7180136))
. v a l u e s ( ’ name ’ , ’ n e v e n t s ’ )
g . V ( ) . h a s ( ’ r u n ’ , ’ number ’ , 3 5 8 0 3 1 )
. out ( )
. has ( ’ n ev en ts ’ , i n s i d e (7180136 , 90026772))
. v a l u e s ( ’ name , ’ n e v e n t s ’ )
# Event −Lookup f u n c t i o n ( s e r v e r s i d e UDF)
d e f e l ( run , e v e n t , g ) {
e = g .V ( ) . hasLabel ( ’ run ’ )
# a l l runs
. h a s ( ’ r n u m b er ’ , r u n )
# s e l e c t e d run
. out ( ’ f i l l s ’ )
# a l l d a t a s e t s f i l l i n g t h a t run
. out ( ’ keeps ’ )
# a l l events kept in t h a t d a t a s e t
. h a s ( ’ enumber ’ , e v e n t )
# s e l e c t e d event
. values ( ’ guid ’ )
# i t s guid
}

3.3 Prototype 2 - Phoenix

Figure 1. Schema of the Prototype 2 databases.

The aim of this prototype is to use simple and flexible NoSQL storage, be compatible with
other SQL databases used in ATLAS and to take advantages of Graph Database environment.
This has been achieved by extending Phoenix [18] SQL interface (backed by HBase storage) with an additional pure HBase database. This way, we can keep Phoenix advantages
(speed, SQL interface) for read-only data, while opening new possibilities and adaptability
to changing environment. Phoenix is used for static data and HBase for dynamic data. Bulk
data are stored in a pure HBase table with the Phoenix SQL API, graph structure is added via
another HBase table. A subset of the Gremlin interface has been implemented for the graph
part of the storage.
The graph structure is created on the top of an SQL database - a user sees just one
database. Both databases share the same keys. All data of one key is represented by one
Element (a generic class). The Graph HBase database is much smaller as it contains only
subset of data. It can contain
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• Simple Tags which can be also used in a search filter.
• Extensions by any object, like trigger statistics and overlap or duplicated events list.
• Relations to other elements (i.e. the Graph Database).
HBase can also contain elements without a Phoenix partner: Hubs. They represent virtual
collections of Elements, like external tags, stream names, run numbers or project names.
Hubs can be extended and searched in the same way as other elements. A schema of this
prototype database is shown in Figure 1.
3.4 Web Service

Generic web service graphical visualization has been implemented completely in JavaScript
so it doesn’t require any server-side code. It can display any Gremlin-compatible database,
it works with both Prototypes. The Gremlin server delivers a JSON view of data to the Web
Service. Direct API and REST web service are also available.
The web service graphics uses a hierarchical zooming navigation. It can show all available data, their relations and properties and all available actions for them (see Figure 2).
3.5 Value-add and New Possibilities

Storing HEP data in a Graph Database can make the exeriment frameworks more flexible,
readable, stable and performant.
A big part of the application code is absorbed in the Graph Database structure. Implementation and optimization details are delegated to a suitable database engine. The database
carries information about the data structure which would otherwise have to be handled by the
application code.
A user can use the system via a simple graphical access web service. A JavaScript client
connects directly to Gremlin server.
Standards are used, so components can be replaced. For example, a prototyping work has
been done using simpler Cassandra[12] database.
Virtual entities can be created, including virtual collections (whiteboard functionality),
either personal or official. Requests results can be persisted. Results can be stored as new
objects with relations (cache functionality).
3.6 Performance

Requests are in general executed in three phases:
• First the initial entry point (event, dataset, run, stream or version) is searched for. This
part could be optimized by using natural order, indexes, Elastic Search, Spark or more
hierarchical navigation.
• The graph is navigated. This part is very fast. The navigational database access time is
small in comparison with the data management in the application code.
• Finally the results are accumulated.
Data can still be accessed directly, without Graph Database API, so the same performance
as non-Graph Database can be easily achieved. The navigation step (instead of sub-search)
can speed it up. In general, the system exhibits very fast retrieval and slower import, as the
latter creates structure that are then used in faster and simpler search.
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4 Graph Database for Functional Programming
Using Graph Database extends the parallel-ready functional model from code to data! Relations (edges) can be considered as functions, navigation as a function execution. From the
user point of view, there is no difference between creating a new object and navigating to it.
Both operations can be lazy (i.e. executed only when needed). Functional processing and
graph navigation (Graph Oriented Programming[4]) can work well together. They use the
same functional syntax. Both are an actual realization of Categories[19], where Vertex is an
Object and Edge is a Morphism. Functional program can be also modeled as a graph and
graph data can be navigated using functions. Graph data are ready for parallel access.

5 Graph Database for Deep Learning
Graph Neural Networks create a natural environment for Deep Learning.
A Neural Network is a graph so Graph Database is a natural environment to describe Neural Network itself. In many cases, Neural Network handles graph data (objects with relations),
operating either on the individual nodes (Node-focused tasks) or on the whole graph (Graphfocused tasks). Graph Neural Networks can be seen as generalization of a (non-geometric)
Convolutional Neural Network. That opens possibilities to impose contraints/knowledge to
Neural Networks, either via Inductive Bias or Semantic Induction. More detailed information
and references can be found in [20].

6 Conclusion
6.1 ATLAS Event Index

The Graph database part of the new ATLAS Event Index is ready for the new ATLAS offline
framework being build for the ATLAS Run 3, which was originally scheduled for 2021, but
is delayed because of the Coronavirus pandemic. The Graph database performance is at least
as good as the performance of the current system based on pure HBase database. As the
full chain has not been delivered yet and all existing data have not been replicated in the
new Phoenix database, the overall performance gain cannot be faithfully evaluated. Some
functionality enhancements and more intuitive interface has been already acknowledged and
are helping in integrating the system in the new ATLAS offline framework.
6.2 Graph Databases for HEP

Significant HEP effort is spent making execution more structured and parallel by using parallel or functional programming. Less effort has been spent, so far, structuring the data which
can lead to simpler and faster access.
Graph Databases offers many advantages:
• They deliver more transparent code by simplifying data access layer.
• Stable data structure is handled in the storage layer.
• They are suitable for Functional Style and Parallelism.
• They are suitable for Deep Learning.
• They are suitable for Declarative Analyses.
• They can help with Analysis Preservation as the stored data carry enough information for
their interpretaion.
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• They are language and Framework neutral.
There are two possible ways of how to proceed in using Graph databases in new HEP
software. Either data can be stored directly in a real Graph Database. Or a graph layer can be
build on top of the existing storage close to the database layer.
ATLAS Event Index uses graphs to store higher level (meta)data. Graphs can be also
used to store events themselves and other auxiliary structures (geometry, conditions,...) to
give graph functionality to all data.
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Figure 2. Data-oriented Graph Web Service.
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